Everybody loves a Classic Tale. And kids seem to love them more
when they are re-created in modern language with engaging
characters. And they love them even more when they are made into
movies. Thus, my Book-Movie-Book series of products was born.
These writing and reading products for grades one through twelve
are writing downloads, language arts products, readers, and
coloring books created from classic stories (Book) that have been
made into movies (Movie) and are now used as the foundation for
more books and products (Book).
Many animated (and non-animated) movies today were originally
Classic Tales. Beauty and the Beast, Cinderella, The Jungle Book,
and many others that we think of as being more “modern” stories
were actually written before 1923 and are in public domain (which
means that today’s authors may use them to create books,
products, and stories from). They are familiar to children because of
the wildly popular (and usually well-done) movies based on them.
The Classic Tale and large screen movie combination make
teaching writing so much fun! Kids are familiar enough with the
stories that they are terrific springboards for teaching writing—and
not just story writing either. (See how I have used Classic Tales to
teach research, essay, and story writing in my Book-Movie-Book
books, Write On, Mowgli; Write On, Peter Pan; and Write On,
Beauty and Beast at the Character Ink Store or Amazon.)
One of the most enjoyable writing projects that I have created for
our students and books* is that of the Twice-Told Tale. In these
projects, students are given a Classic Tale of a certain length (a
length that is doable for them to write something similar) and
instructed in how to “piggyback” off of that story to create a TwiceTold Tale, a story that has the same types of characters with the
same types of goals and obstacles but completely different
characters and settings. Our students love these projects, and I love
creating them as they build so many writing skills into students'
repertoire via dialogue lessons, scene development practice,
descriptive writing instruction, and much more.
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This Reader (for read aloud or for kids to read on their own) is the
culmination of over a dozen Book-Movie-Book writing projects (and
downloadable booklets) that I have created for students. Each of my
writing projects has samples. In the case of Twice-Told Tale
assignments, they have a sample of the "original" tale and a sample
of a "piggybacked" tale. These samples are not just for learning how
to write; they are amazingly entertaining, engaging, exciting stories
to read also.
The result of all of those Book-Movie-Book writing products, besides
the writing downloads for homeschools and brick and mortar
schools, was this creative set of tales. Each "original" story is given
with a "twice-told tale" following. The originals, of course, contain
favorite characters in print and video today--Mowgli, Alice, Beauty,
Peter Pan, Mulan, Dumbo, Cinderella, Scrooge, and more. The
"twice-told tales" have new friends to meet--spin offs from another
time and place--who have found themselves in similar situations as
Mowgli, Alice, Peter Pan, etc.
Delightfully fun. Stories that are short enough for quick read alouds.
Easy enough reads for middle schoolers to tackle on their own and
upper level students to breeze through. And creativity that will spark
your readers' and listeners' imaginations. (Who knows? Maybe
they'll ask you to help them write their own "twice-told tales" after
reading these!)
I hope you enjoy these "twice-told tales" as much as we have
enjoyed creating them and their writing book counterparts. And I
hope they spark a love for reading, adventure, and learning in the
students and children in your life.

*See the provided back matter for a complete full-book list, but visit
our store, my Teachers Pay Teachers store (Donna Reish), and my
blog’s “freebies” for even more downloadable English and writing
projects for kindergarten through grade twelve. Each of the tales
provided in this book are available as writing projects in my stores.
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This image was one of the illustrations, created by John
Lockwood Kipling (the author’s father), in the first edition of
The Jungle Book. The book (and illustrations) were published
in 1894.
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The Original The Jungle Book

The collection of stories known as The Jungle Book was
published in England in 1894. Its author was Rudyard Kipling,
an Englishman living in the United States at the time.
However, Kipling had spent the first six years of his life in India
before spending his late teenage and early twentysomething
years in that country as well. He borrowed portions of The
Jungle Book from other sources although he admitted that he
did not remember what the sources were.

The Jungle Book was well-received when it was
published, and the stories in it have continued to be popular. It
has inspired multiple books by other authors, as well as
providing the material for radio, film, and theater adaptations.
Kipling also gave permission to the Cub Scouts to use
characters from his book. This included Akela, the name now
given to the leader of every Cub Scout group.
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Classic Story: “The Jungle Book”
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A tiger, a panther, a bear, and a pack of wolves had
gathered for a council. They were there to discuss who would
take care of a young boy named Mowgli. No one had
witnessed his arrival in the jungle, but Mother Wolf had
discovered him. She had cared for him until the council could
be called, and now she had brought him to the gathering.
Shere Khan, the tiger, was the first to speak. “I am best fit to
look after the man-cub,” he declared. “I am the strongest
animal in the jungle, so I deserve to have the boy.”

“You snake!” growled Bagheera, the panther. “You’re
going to kill the man-cub if you get your paws on him!”

“Are you challenging me?” snarled Shere Khan, taking
a step toward Bagheera.

“Stop, we will have no fighting here,” stated Akela, the
wise old leader of the wolf pack. “We will not give him to Shere
Khan, but who will take care of him?”

At this point, Baloo, the bear, spoke up, “Why can’t you
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wolves take him? Mother Wolf has cared for him this long, and
he would be safest with you.”

“We would,“ responded Akela, “but we are already
struggling to feed everyone. We can’t afford to add a new
member to our pack.”

“I can help you with that,” volunteered Bagheera. “If you
accept him into your pack, I will do the hunting for him.

“It has been settled, “declared Akela. “We will raise him,
and Bagheera will bring him food.”

No one dared to question the decision of the head wolf,
and so the council ended. Mother Wolf carried Mowgli back to
her cave while the other animals melted back into the foliage.
However, Shere Khan was angry. He had not only failed to get
the man-cub, but he had been insulted by Bagheera as well.
“The man-cub will not always be protected,” he muttered
under his breath as he slunk away. “And when that happens,
I’ll have my chance.”
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The years passed, and Mowgli grew and learned
everything a young wolf-cub would learn. He became quite
adventurous, exploring every part of the jungle. He was
frequently accompanied by Baloo, who taught him everything
he needed to know about the jungle. Mowgli learned all the
languages of the animals from the old bear. Baloo also taught
the boy how to survive and how to act politely toward other
creatures. Finally, he warned Mowgli to avoid the monkeys,
the only animals in the jungle who refused to obey any laws.

However, one day as Mowgli ran through the jungle, he
was suddenly grabbed by several monkeys. He struggled to
escape their grip, but it was useless. He was caught. As the
monkeys carried him through the tree tops, a bird spotted him
and carried the news of his predicament to Bagheera and
Baloo. Both of them stopped what they were doing and rushed
toward Monkey City. They were certain the monkeys would
carry their captive there. Bagheera arrived first and charged
into the mob of monkeys around Mowgli. Scratching and
biting, he attempted to rescue his friend, but soon his enemies
began to overwhelm him.

As Bagheera was about to be defeated by the
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monkeys, Baloo lumbered into the fray. At first, he drove their
enemies back, but he too was unable to rescue Mowgli. Just
in time, Kaa, the snake, slithered into the scuffle. Striking at
several of the primates, Kaa quickly sent them leaping and
swinging away from the city. However,Kaa had his own plan
and he began a hypnotizing snake dance. Realizing what he
was doing, the other animals were unable to avoid the
captivity of his dance. Even Bagheera and Baloo were caught
in it, but Mowgli realized he had to do something. Shaking his
friends, he broke the spell of the snake, and they all sprinted
away to safety.

Mowgli and his friends enjoyed numerous adventures,
but soon Akela began to weaken with age. Other wolves, who
were not willing to tolerate Mowgli, began to plot to kill Akela.
One night, the evil wolves gathered together in a clearing.

“How are we going to get rid of Akela?” barked one
wolf.

“Quiet! I’ll tell you the plan,” replied the leader of the
plot. “Let me challenge Akela to a fight. His honor won’t allow
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him refuse a challenger. When I win, the pack will have to
accept me along with you as leaders. Then, we can also throw
out that stinking man-cub.”

The evil wolves began to cackle.

“We’ll have both of them for sure,” declared one of
larger wolves.

“How do we know that the boy will allow you to fight
Akela alone? He won’t care whether Akela must do it for his
honor or not,” challenged a doubtful one.

The cackling stopped.

“I hadn’t thought of that, “ the leader slowly replied.

“But I had.”
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The wolves turned and saw Shere Khan, sliding out of
the underbrush

“Listen to me,“ growled Shere Khan, “I will help you as
long as you let me handle the man-cub.”

“It’s a deal,” responded the leader of the evil wolves.

“Next full moon, when the pack gathers together, I’ll be
there to help,” smiled Shere Khan, revealing his huge teeth.
And with that, he sauntered back into the dark shadows of the
jungle.

Bagheera had been listening from the branch of a tree
on the edge of the clearing. As soon as the meeting ended, he
leapt as fast as he could through the treetops to warn Mowgli.
He discovered the boy sleeping in the cave with Mother Wolf
and her now grown cubs. Waking Mowgli, he brought him
away from the cave and into the foliage.
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“Mowgli,” he whispered, “Shere Khan is planning to kill
you. He’ll wait for the next full moon when the pack gathers
together. Then he’ll strike.”

“If he wants to kill me, why would he wait until then?
Why not now?” questioned Mowgli.

“He thinks he has a perfect opportunity now, but I am
going to foil his plans,” replied Bagheera, trying to avoid
Mowgli’s question.

“You didn’t answer my question,” insisted Mowgli.

“Alright,” sighed Bagheera. “Some of the wolves who
don’t like Akela are plotting to kill him. At the next meeting of
the pack, on the night of the next full moon, their leader will
challenge Akela. He understands that the good wolf won’t be
able to refuse him since that would be against his honor. They
expect Akela will be killed, and they will become leaders of the
pack.”
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“That’s awful!” exclaimed Mowgli. “But how would that
be a reason for Shere Khan to kill me that same night?”

“The wolves realize that you’ll be there, and they’re
afraid you will stop them from fighting Akela. Shere Khan
agreed to kill you then so that they don’t have to worry about
you.”

“Oh,” replied Mowgli, and then he dropped onto a rock.
He remained there for a minute or so, staring at his feet and
contemplating what he had just heard.

Still staring at his feet, he spoke, “Well, it would be
easiest for me to stay away from the meeting that night, but
then Akela would certainly die. But if I go, Shere Khan will kill
me.”

Raising his head and eyeing the wise panther, he
asked, “What would you have me do, Bagheera?”
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“Akela will die either way,” began Bagheera, “and
Shere Khan will still chase you if you stay away from the
meeting. However, I have a weapon that everyone, even
Shere Khan fears.

“What is it?” Mowgli questioned, leaning forward
eagerly.

“The Red Flower, or as men call it, fire.”

“The Red Flower! No creature except man will go near
it, but how would I get it and carry it here?”

“In the village, by every house, rests some of the Red
Flower,” replied Bagheera, “As for carrying it, you are one of
them. You do not need to fear it.”

“Oh Bagheera! I’m not sure I can do it,” Mowgli cried
out.
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“I’m confident in you,“ replied Bagheera, “Now get
some sleep.”

The days leading up to the meeting of the pack quickly
passed. Just before the gathering, Mowgli hurried through the
jungle. He had often spotted the Red Flower as he watched
the village from the shelter of the underbrush. This time he
would come within inches of its power. Creeping up to the
nearest hut, he quietly removed the lighted torch from its
holder. He reached his hand toward the flame. With a yelp, he
pulled it back. That hurts, he thought.

As speedily as he could, Mowgli carried the Red Flower
back through the jungle. Soon, he reached the clearing where
the wolves always met. Most of them were already there, and
the rest were arriving. Crouching in the shelter of the trees,
Mowgli waited for the meeting to begin. On the rock in the
middle sat Akela. Next to him, Mowgli spotted the leader of the
evil wolves. Then, Mowgli noticed two gleaming eyes peering
out of the underbrush on the other side of the clearing. It was
Shere Khan.
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Akela started the meeting as tradition demanded which
meant challenging anyone to fight him. The other wolves were
shocked when the leader of the evil wolves sauntered toward
the rock. Akela prepared to face the challenger in the
desperate fight. With a leap, the evil wolf knocked Akela off
the rock. The old leader was up in an instant, and soon he and
the younger wolf were in a life-and-death struggle. Mowgli,
filled with passion at the sight of the evil wolf knocking Akela
off the rock, stepped out of the shadows. At the same
moment, Shere Khan’s huge body emerged from the other
side of the clearing. The time for the fight between Mowgli and
Shere Khan had arrived.

Shere Khan bounded across the clearing toward
Mowgli. Fearless, Mowgli stood ready with the torch in his
outstretched hand. Shere Khan stopped short at the sight of
the Red Flower in the boy’s hand. Staring at the flame, he
began to pace back and forth.

“Too scared to fight me?” Mowgli challenged.

“No!” growled the tiger, and he sprang at the Mowgli.
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Shere Khan missed as Mowgli anticipated his spring and leapt
away. His jaws “snapped” shut on air. Shere Khan rolled into
the underbrush, leaped onto his feet, and turned to face
Mowgli. As he did so, Mowgli threw the torch. It struck Shere
Khan in the face. Roaring in pain, he bounded back into the
jungle.

As soon as Shere Khan was out of sight, Mowgli turned
to watch the fight between Akela and the evil wolf. What he
witnessed caused him pain. Akela was lying unmoving on the
ground, and the evil wolf occupied the rock. Tears began to
cloud Mowgli’s eyes. Not only was Akela dead, but Mowgli’s
days in the pack were also ended. His eyes blinded by tears,
Mowgli stumbled into the darkness of the jungle.

Bagheera had witnessed both battles from a nearby tree,
and he spotted Mowgli leaving the clearing. Softly leaping to
the ground, the old panther padded up beside the boy.
Comforted by the presence of his friend, Mowgli lifted his head
up as he ambled along the path. Bagheera realized the pain
the boy was feeling and remained quiet. Mowgli, accepting the
new life he would now begin, turned his steps toward the
village. Soon, they were at the edge of the jungle. Turning to
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Bagheera with tears in his eyes, Mowgli hugged him and
whispered goodbye. Then, leaving the shelter of the trees, he
trotted toward the village. He would miss the jungle, but he
was headed for the place he truly belonged.
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Twice-Told Tale: “The Arctic Book”
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A meeting of the animals had been called. A killer
whale, a lynx, a caribou, and a pod of seals were all there.
The object of their discussion was a tiny polar bear cub. Up to
this time, he had been taken care of by one of the seals who
had discovered him. She had now shown him to the council.
The killer whale spoke first. “Let me have the polar bear cub,”
he announced. “I am the strongest creature in the sea, so I
deserve to have him.”

“You won’t take care of him!” exclaimed the lynx. “You
just want him for dinner!”

“How dare you insult me!” spat the killer whale, lunging
onto the ice.

“Calm down, you two,“ announced the leader of the
seals. “We will not allow the killer whale to seize him, but what
other options do we have?”

“Why can’t you seals take him?” the caribou remarked.
“You have taken wonderful care of him so far.”
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“That would be our first choice, too,” replied the leader
of the seals, “but he eats huge numbers of fish each day. We
can’t spare someone to hunt for him.”

“If that’s the only reason you can’t accept him into your
pod, then I can help you,” offered the lynx. “I’ll provide food for
him.”

Everyone was quiet, mulling over the offer.

“It’s a deal,” asserted the leader of the seals, breaking
the silence. “My pod will protect and tend to the cub, and the
lynx will feed him.”

The leader’s word was the law of the pod, so the
meeting ended. The seals led the young one to their nesting
grounds while the other animals dispersed throughout the
land. The killer whale was fuming, though. His attempt to gain
possession of the cub had failed, and his motives had been
questioned. “That bear cub better watch his back,” he hissed
as he glided through the water towards the ocean. “Someday,
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I’ll be back.”

The young polar bear quickly learned all a seal pup was
normally taught in order to thrive in the Arctic. He rapidly
revealed his love for exploration, as he roamed far inland from
the nesting grounds. The caribou often journeyed along with
him, giving him wise advice. The cub could soon communicate
with the animals of the Arctic by following the advice of his
hooved friend. His companion also discussed survival and
etiquette with him. The most important thing he told the polar
bear was to avoid associating with the albatrosses who were
an unruly bunch.

Unfortunately, the young bear was unable to avoid the
albatrosses. One day, several of them seized him and carried
him through the air. The cub squirmed and tried to escape, but
it was no use. He was firmly in the grip of the birds. As this
was happening, a puffin noticed his predicament and sped off
to tell the lynx and the caribou. They both rushed to the colony
where they knew the albatrosses would carry him. Arriving
first, the lynx charged into the colony and sent the birds
flapping and squawking. But, he couldn’t reach his friend who
was being held high above him.
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The caribou scared more of the birds, but he was also
unable to reach the cub. Suddenly, a falcon dove into the fray.
As the predator seized several albatrosses, the rest rapidly
fluttered to safety. They dropped the young polar bear in their
fright. Luckily, the lynx was there to catch him. Then, they all
dashed away across the ice to safety.

A number of times the polar bear and his friends had
adventures, but eventually the leader of the seals began to
weaken. A group of evil seals plotted to usurp his position. In a
secret bay they gathered to discuss their plan.

“What’s the plan?” growled one seal.

“Be patient,” responded the evil leader. “I’ll tell you. One
moon from now, I’ll challenge our leader to a fight. He’ll have
to battle for his position. When I defeat him, we will become
the rulers of the pod. After that, we can toss out that
disgusting cub.”

“He has no chance,” gloated a larger seal.
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“What if the cub decides to interfere? He won’t allow
you to fight the leader,” piped up a smaller one.

“Hmmm…,” was the puzzled response.

“I can answer that for you,” declared a sudden voice
from the water. “I’ll take care of the young one,” asserted the
killer whale.

“Excellent,” replied the evil leader.

“Just make sure you fight by the water, so I can grab
that cub when he tries to help.”

“Agreed,” voiced the seals in unison.

“See you then,” smirked the whale as he disappeared
into the depths.
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From behind a rock, the lynx had been spying on the
conversation. Leaping through the snow, he rushed to warn
the young bear. He reached the nesting grounds and spotted
the cub sleeping with his seal friends. Tapping him on the
shoulder, he woke him and helped him crawl out of earshot
from the nesting grounds.

“I have something important to tell you,” were the first
words the lynx spoke. “The killer whale is plotting to kill you
one moon from tonight.

“Why?” questioned the confused cub.

“He has discovered the perfect time to attack you, but
he does not realize that I overheard him.”

“But why is a month from now the perfect time,” insisted
the young bear.

“If you insist,” sighed the lynx. “Here it is. Some of the
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seals who don’t like the leader are planning to kill him. One
moon from now their evil leader will issue a challenge. Our
honorable leader will have to accept it. When he does, they
expect to defeat him and lead the pod themselves.

“That’s horrible!” the cub cried out, “But that does not
give the killer whale a better opportunity to kill me.”

“Yes, it does. The evil seals are nervous you will
interfere in their plot. They have “hired” the killer whale to
erase you from the picture,” explained the lynx.

“Oh…” remarked the cub, staring at the white snow
beneath his feet. How long will that stay white, he wondered,
before it turns red with the blood of those killed by the plot?

After a short moment of silence, the young polar bear
raised his gaze to stare into the wise eyes of the lynx. “If I stay
away from the nesting grounds, our leader will die. If I try to
fight, though, I will be killed by the killer whale. What should I
do?”
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“Your leader will die either way. The killer whale will
also eventually attack you if you stay away,” remarked the
lynx. “I have a weapon, though, that all animals fear, including
the killer whale.”

“You do?” the cub eagerly inquired.

“Yes, it’s called a harpoon,” the lynx replied.

“A harpoon, but the men have it. No one dares to go
near them! Who would be brave enough to get one?” the polar
bear exclaimed.

“Down by their settlement, they dock their boats. In
those, they leave their harpoons. At night, when no one is
around, you can steal one. If anyone sees you, they will be too
scared to attempt to fight you,” explained the lynx.

“I don’t know…,” doubted the cub. “I’m not sure I’m
brave enough….”
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“Sure you are!” encouraged the lynx. “I wouldn’t have
asked you if I didn’t think you could do it. Anyway, get some
sleep. I’ve kept you up much to long as it is.”

The next moon sailed by, and soon the time arrived for
the cub to steal the harpoon. Creeping through the snow,
hoping no one had noticed him, the polar bear neared the
village. Quickly, he climbed into a boat and searched for a
harpoon. He grabbed the weapon in his mouth, and
scampered back onto land. He had it!

Speedily, he transported his cargo back to some rocks
behind the nesting grounds. Dropping the harpoon on the
snow next to him, he turned and peered out at his
surroundings. Sure enough, he could spot some of the seals
conversing with the leader. Soon, he heard one of them issue
a challenge. The other seals cleared a space for the fight.
“Whump!” the two seals slammed into each other, sending the
old leader sliding backward. The fight was on.

Suddenly, he spotted the killer whale, sliding through
the water toward him. Placing his paws on the harpoon, the
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polar bear awaited his foe. Spotting the harpoon, the orca
slowed his pace and then stopped. Steam billowed from the
whale’s blowhole.

“Are you scared?” the polar bear challenged.

Infuriated, the killer whale leaped out of the water at his
prey. Sliding across the ice, the polar bear dodged his leap.
The killer whale crashed through the ice, turned, and prepared
to jump again. As he pierced through the water, the polar bear
spied his chance. Picking up the harpoon in his teeth, he
whipped his head toward his enemy. The harpoon flew
through the air and struck the whale. In pain, the orca
collapsed into the water and rapidly swam away.

Breathless, the cub turned toward the seals. The old
leader lay dead, while the evil leader gloated over him. The
polar bear had the sinking realization that his days with pod
were done. Turning away with tears in his eyes, he sadly
plodded inland. The lynx, emerging from another group of
rocks, padded up to his friend. Realizing the pain the cub was
feeling, he remained quiet. Comforted by the lynx, the cub
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looked up and suddenly spotted several other polar bears far
in the distance. At that moment, he realized that he would
never return to the pod. He also realized that he was headed
to join the group where he truly belonged.
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Write On! Writing Books
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